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EmtyBox.1. Field of the Invention This invention relates to a connector for connecting between a
hollow electric wire and a connector. 2. Description of the Prior Art There are various known kinds of

connectors which are used to connect a hollow electric wire and a connector. One known kind of
connector comprises an insulator, a connection wire pre-tension member and a connector housing.
The pre-tension member is provided with an electric wire connecting portion and a wire connecting

portion. The electric wire connecting portion of the pre-tension member has a hollow cylindrical
recess, the insulator is provided with an aperture into which the recess is fitted in position, and the
insulation coating is damaged so that the insulation coating is removed and the conductive metal
portion of the insulation coating is exposed at the inner wall of the aperture when the pre-tension

member is inserted into the insulator from the wire connecting portion side. The pre-tension
member, at the inner peripheral surface of the recess, is prevented from slipping out of the insulator
by being in contact with the inner peripheral surface of the insulator as the pre-tension member is
inserted into the insulator. The connection wire pre-tension member is secured to the connector

housing by bolts or the like. More specifically, the connection wire pre-tension member is received
into the insertion hole of the connector housing and a contact surface between the hole wall and the
connection wire pre-tension member is pressed against the inner peripheral surface of the hole wall

to force the connection wire pre-tension member and 6d1f23a050
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